ALONE

Awoken by father's breathless sobs, the flames were not yet done;
Lying frozen in sweated bed, an echo of, “run boy! run!”
In the shadow of the longest day, came a sound he’d never heard
Strength crumbled and turned to grief, where mostly not a word.

Through fitful sleep and itchy eyes, the nightmare lingered black,
School buses labour on dusty roads, children on the track.
Setting off in battered car, to bring them back to town,
With sirens sounding and wind whipped up, the sky turned deadly brown.

At crossroad flat stood a cop alone, stopping all from heading west;
‘It’s coming this way, moving fast’. ‘Turn back, and quick,’ he pressed.
So south they sped amidst the gale and red sky to their rear,  
Overheated, underdressed, chased down by rising fear.

On scrubby verge, herding cows, a woman and her son;
An aunt is on the farm alone, 'we’ve got to get this done'.
So racing off to the west again, the wind swayed every tree,
Find the farm, then find ‘Dot’, find the time to flee.

Father's tells Dot, it's time to leave, the boy lets tanks unflow,
The old girl frets about cat and dog, without them she will not go,
So find the dog and find the cat and free them from the shed,
Looking north the boy sees hell, 'oh god we'll all be dead' 

On the horizon through heavy smoke, he sees the faintest flicker,
Then BOOOM, a tree burst from dark to light, and BOOM goes one boy's ticker, 
A ribbon of fire shoots from that point, left to right in seconds,
There's no time left for anything else, the car, the road, it beckons.

So in goes dad, and in goes dot and in goes dog and cat,
Within moments they're on asphalt, and fire is
In the paddock as they leave,  he sees the flames beside,
The bull runs and crashes through the fence and into bush and gone

It's in the trees and on the road and mayhem all about
Father brakes and car hops, if it dies 
But suddenly through the smoke they cop a lucky break, 
Road turns into to lawn and a house intact and XXXX



 















 We all face the fire alone.





He left his bad to …
cradled in her arms … 



This was his moment, to find the strength … and bear the pain









